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A STUDY OF THE BOOK OF

LUKE
We are beginning our study in this
lesson with Luke 13. (Read Luke 13:1-5) It
seems to be the nature of man to believe that if
there is some tragedy with an individual or a
group, they must have done something wrong to
deserve what happened. This appears to be what
is happening here. I assume that Pilate had killed,
or had had killed, some Galileans and someone
where Jesus was teaching told Him about it. Jesus
figured out what they were thinking, that the people killed were serious sinners, which was the reason for their death. Jesus told them that this was
not the reason they died, and gave another example of a tower falling on some people killing them
and again told the people that it was not because
of their sin. But He followed up each example
saying, “but, except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish.” I believe He was looking forward
to the Roman destruction of the city of Jerusalem
and of course of Judah. If I am reading this right,
the coming destruction was going to destroy all
who had not repented, or changed their minds
about Christ. History tells us that the true Christians that were left in Jerusalem in 70 A.D. were
warned to leave before the destruction and had
done so, thus escaped the destruction. I think that
while Jesus is saying that the people’s sin was not
what caused them to die in the two examples given, the same would be the case in the coming destruction. However, if they repented they would
be among those who escaped the destruction.
There was no question but that sin was the ultimate cause of the destruction of Jerusalem by the

Romans, but in the case of these people to whom
Jesus was talking, it was being at the wrong place
at the wrong time, and likewise being at the
wrong place in the coming destruction would be
because of their refusal to repent.
(Read Luke 13:6-9) As we have said before, God used the fig tree as a symbol of Judah
and the olive tree as a symbol of Israel. In this
parable the fig tree represents Judah. Up to this
time Jesus had spent three years of His ministry.
Judah had failed as a nation to deliver fruit of the
kingdom, i.e. they were still steeped in their traditions of the elders and had refused to recognize
their true king or His kingdom. We can only
speculate on what would have happened had they
have done as Jesus asked. They did not and ultimately killed their king. They had one last chance
at the end of the three years. They failed in that
chance, so as we will see, they (Judah) were cut
down and destroyed.
(Read Luke 13:10-17) This demonstrates
the hypocrisy of particularly the leaders of the
people. While their Pharisaic laws prohibited any
labor on the Sabbath, even spelling out what was
considered work or labor in minute detail. Still it
would not have been considered labor on a Sabbath day to lead their ox or donkey out of its stall
to water. So what was wrong with releasing this
woman on the Sabbath day from the bond, or the
captivity she had been in for eighteen years? The
people rejoiced that she had been healed, but His
adversaries were ashamed we’re told.
(Read Luke 13:18-21) Jesus gives us two
examples of how the kingdom of God will work.
I believe that He is telling us here that when He
returns and establishes His kingdom here on the
earth, it will not be a sudden or immediate change
so far as the world is concerned. I’m sure it will

have a sudden and immediate impact when it happens, but it will take time before the kingdom is
perfected here on the earth. Recall that the prophet Daniel, in describing the destruction of the metal image representing the Babylonian succession
of empires by the stone cut out without hands,
said, “the stone that smote the image became a
great mountain, and filled the whole earth.”
The stone represented the kingdom of God. It
starts out as a stone, i.e. quite small, and becomes
a great mountain (a great kingdom) that fills the
whole earth. Just as the mustard seed grew to be a
great tree and leaven leavened the whole lump of
dough, God’s kingdom will grow until there are
no other kingdoms on the earth and it is the only
one there is.
(Read Luke 13:22-30) To me, it is imperative that we understand the three step process to
enter the kingdom of God. Otherwise these verses could lead to considerable confusion. It is unfortunate that too many people relate salvation to
justification only and don’t understand sanctification and the reason for it. We also need to understand that ultimately all men will be justified, but
those who refuse to accept the free gift of justification in this life will have to go through the process of restoration, the lake of fire, before they
will be willing to accept that gift. When Jesus
says that many will seek to enter into the kingdom, but shall not be able, He is speaking of the
first resurrection. The theme of striving to attain
to that reward of age lasting life, of being a part of
the first resurrection, is repeated in different ways
throughout the New Testament. But if we accept
Justification and stop at that, thinking that is all
there is or that is as far as we want to go in the
process of maturing in Jesus, then we will be like
the man who is knocking on the door after the
master of the house has closed the door. People
are not going to understand because they thought
they had done all that was necessary during their
lifetime. While people who have accepted the
free gift of justification and stopped at that will
escape the lake of fire spoken of in Revelation 20,
they will have missed ruling and reigning with
Jesus for a thousand years. As we have said many
times before, sanctification is something that we
have to strive for, to work for. It is learning to be
obedient to God, i.e. learning His laws, not His
ordinances, but the commandments and judgments. Jesus fulfilled the ordinances and our ac-

ceptance of Him and His gift of justification is
accepting this fulfillment. We need to learn the
ordinances that we might appreciate all that Jesus
has done for us, but obedience now is to His commandments and judgments.
There will be different levels, if you will,
in the kingdom. What we think of ourselves does
not count, only what God thinks. He says that
some that might consider themselves first that will
be last and vice versa. That should not be what
we worry about. Our concern should be to learn
to mature in Jesus and do all to the very best of
our ability.
(Read Luke 13:31-35) I am surprised that
some of the Pharisees were warning Jesus to get
out of Herod’s jurisdiction as He would try to kill
Him if He caught Him. Keep in mind that Jesus is
working His way toward Jerusalem slowly city by
city, town by town. When warned that Herod
would try to kill Him, Jesus made it clear that He
still had three days of work, or teaching and healing to do before He would be done in that area.
The word “perfected” is from the Greek teleioo
which means to end or complete.
It is somewhat humorous to me that Jesus
told the Pharisees that were warning Him to go
tell that “fox,” referring to King Herod, that He
had work to do and that He would be traveling the
next three days as He did His work of healing and
casting out demons. He makes it known that He
will not be killed before reaching Jerusalem. He
laments for Jerusalem saying in effect that many
has been the times that He would have gathered
the people together as a hen does her chicks, but
they would not have it. As a result, Jerusalem has
become a desolation. Again, He is probably referring to 70 A.D.
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(Read Luke 14:1-6) This is the same
theme that we discussed in the last chapter when
He healed the woman who was bent double. The
Pharisees and the lawyers cannot answer Him
when He heals like this, but only hate Him all the
more.
(Read Luke 14:7-11) I believe that when
we see Jesus, we probably won’t have any trouble
with humility. I have tried to imagine myself face
to face with Him and it is never a pretty sight.
What counts is how humble we are before our
peers. To me there is a difference between humbleness and confidence. I believe a person can be
confident in our relations with our fellow man and
still be humble. Confidence can be mistaken as
arrogance, but when it is, it is usually because the
person is not humble. If we strive to be very good
at what we do, a goal that is often hard to achieve,
we can be confident in ourselves. I have known
men who were very good at what they were doing, but never attempted to show off or try to
prove themselves better than someone else. I
have also known men that were good at what they
did, but for some reason, always seem to feel that
they needed to be better than someone else doing
the same thing. While it is difficult to describe
the difference, if you have experienced this, you
know that you can certainly tell the difference.
Vs. 11 is a law to itself, I believe, “For whosoever exaltheth himself shall be abased; and he the
humbleth himself shall be exalted.” This is a
hard lesson for us all to learn, but a necessary one
if we are to achieve the first resurrection.
(Read Luke 14:12-14) Anytime that we
do a good deed with the idea that in so doing there
will be a recompense for it, we are doing wrong.
If we could reach the point that when we see
something that needs to be done that we can do
and do it without any thought of any compensation for it, we are in God’s will I believe. This
can be in an emergency situation, or our everyday
relationship with our family, neighbors, friends or
even our enemies. We need to let God be the
scorekeeper and let Him reward us as He sees fit.
(Read Luke 14:15-24) Those that were
bidden to the supper would have been the Pharisees, scribes, priests, and others primarily of Judah and their counter parts through the centuries
since. They rejected Jesus and His kingdom. Jesus then rejected them and sent His servants (the
apostles, teachers, preachers, missionaries, etc.) to

search out and find those willing to come to His
supper that those who were originally bidden
would not go to, who not only refused to enter the
kingdom through Jesus, but attempted to keep the
common or lesser people in their eyes out as well.
(Read Luke 14:25-33) As translated in the
King James Bible, the cost of being a disciple according to these Scriptures sounds quite severe
making it virtually impossible to be a disciple of
Jesus. However, some of the other translations
appear to make it more reasonable. The NASB is
similar, but a note concerning the word “hate” in
vs. 26 says, “i.e. in comparison of his love for
Me.” The Ferrar Fenton translation renders the
first part of vs. 26, “Whoever comes to Me, and
lessens not his regard for his own father, his
mother, ……..” The Lamsa translation renders
the first part of vs. 26, “He who comes to me and
does not put aside his father and his mother……”
Vs. 27 then says, “whoever doth not bear
his cross, and come after me cannot be my disciple.” The point Jesus is making is that to be a
disciple, one has to be willing to put aside all else,
whether it be family, location, life, or possessions,
and to put Jesus Christ first in all things. This is
not necessarily easy, in fact, it is difficult. We
like the worldly things and don’t want to give
them up. But it can be done. But we don’t want
to jump into being a disciple only to find out that
we really aren’t ready to do so. This is the point
of man building a tower. He makes sure he has
sufficient funds to finish the project. The king
that is planning on going to war figures out if he
has enough troops to do the job before he goes to
battle. We need to ask ourselves some serious
questions. I do not believe that Jesus is asking
anyone to leave their family without cause. By
this I am saying that most of us probably have not
nor will not be in a position that we would have to
make the choice as to whether we would have to
give up family, location or possessions or even
our lives to follow Jesus. But we need to seriously ask ourselves if we would do so if we were
forced to the decision. Many people have been
put in this position through the centuries and
many have given up everything to be a disciple of
Jesus.
(Read Luke 14:34, 35) In Matt. 5:13 Jesus
told His disciples that they were the salt of the
earth. In Mark 9:50 He told His disciples that
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they all would be salted with fire. I believe the
latter means that all will have to face judgment.
The former, I believe, meant that His disciples
were what will make the population of the earth
acceptable in God’s sight. If they were to lose
their saltiness, their seasoning, they would be of
no value. I believe that is what Jesus is saying
here in Luke. The people who become Jesus’ disciples are the salt. Salt is good. The burnt sacrifices to God had to be salted. But if it loses its
flavor, then it is of no value to anyone for any
purpose. If we want to be disciples of Christ, we
need to maintain our flavor. It is not a part time
job.
(Read Luke 15:1-10) What Jesus has to
say in this 15th chapter is in response to the Pharisees and scribes and their arrogance as expressed
in verse 2. They basically considered everyone
that wasn’t one of them to be a sinner. Of course,
the publicans, the tax collectors, were definitely in
this category so far as they were concerned. But,
there is a deeper meaning that we have discussed
some, but need to do more. As we studied the
Old Testament, we saw over and over through the
prophets that though Israel had been taken captive
by the Assyrians because of their sins, and not
allowed to return to their land, God promised to
redeem them, to bring them back into the fold, so
to speak. They were the lost sheep of vs. 4. It
was to them that Jesus intended the gospel of the
kingdom to go. “But go rather to the lost sheep
of the house of Israel.” (Jesus’ instructions to
the twelve in Matt. 10:6.) “I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel.” (Matt.
15:24) “For the Son of man is come to save
that which was lost.” (Matt. 18:11 and Luke
19:10) These are a few of the more obvious
Scriptures in the New Testament referring to these
lost sheep. As we look at the parables here in
Luke 15, we will see some more when we understand the parables.
In Ezekiel 34:11, after telling the shepherds of Israel that they have failed to do their job
of shepherding His flock, God says, “For thus
saith the Lord GOD, Behold, I, even I, will both
search my sheep, and seek them out.” The parables of Luke 15 concern this searching and seeking. It was not Judah who was lost. Everyone
knew who and where they were. The lost sheep
of vs. 4 is Israel. W e will continue with Luke 15
in our next issue. JRL

A STUDY OF THE

BABYLONIAN SYSTEM
In our last lesson we were looking at some
characteristics of the religious arm of the Babylonian System that are characterized by the apostle
John in the book of Revelation as frog spirits
coming from the mouths of the dragon (Roman
Empire-Imperial and Papal), the false prophet
(Islamic World) and the beast (the composit leadership of the four Babylonian Empires-Babylon,
Persia, Greece, and Rome). The frog spirit coming from the dragon is represented in witchcraft or
the occult. The frog spirit coming from the false
prophet is Islam. That which comes from the
beast I believe is represented in Zionism. I would
like for us to take a look at Zionism as we begin
this lesson.
We discussed last lesson the difference
between the two Jerusalems, the physical city in
Palestine and the Jerusalem made up of people, a
spiritual city, if you will. Zionism has its roots in
Christ’s time. Jesus knew the thoughts of the elders and chief priests when he told the parable of
the vineyard. “There was a certain householder; which planted a vineyard, and hedged it
round about, and digged a winepress in it, and
built a tower and let it out to husbandmen, and
went into a far country: And when the time of
the fruit drew near, he sent his servants to the
husbandmen, that they might receive the fruits
of it. And the husbandmen took his servants,
and beat one, and killed another, and stoned
another. Again, he sent other servants more
than the first: and they did unto them likewise.
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But last of all he sent unto them his son, saying,
They will reverence my son. But when the husbandmen saw the son, they said among themselves, This is the heir; come, let us kill him,
and let us seize on his inheritance. And they
caught him, and cast him out of the vineyard,
and slew him. When the lord therefore of the
vineyard cometh, what will he do unto those
husbandmen? (Matt. 21:33-40) These elders and chief
priests knew that He was the Son, the Heir. To
usurp His authority and the kingdom, their solution was to kill him and then they thought the inheritance would be theirs. The thing they never
understood, and still deny, was the resurrection.
But the usurpation of the kingdom started with
them. We still have efforts being made today to
complete that usurpation because they did not
then and still do not understand the difference between the old city of Jerusalem and the New Jerusalem. The problem is that many Christians are
Zionist as well. Many Christians, especially evangelical Christians, believe that Judaism is the second best religion and if Christ were added to it, it
would be the best. Unfortunately, most of these
Christians do not know what is taught in Judaism.
The Talmud, which is the Jewish bible, teaches
that all non-Jews have “Satanic souls” which
means that non-Jews are very little above animal
life. It uses the term “goy” in referring to them
which puts them in the same class as cattle. The
Jews, in their mind, are a superior race and everyone else deserves nothing above the status of a
slave. Even though the Zionist Jews take all the
help that is given them by the Zionist Christians,
once their goal is reached, which is to have all the
land from the Euphrates to the Nile and the Mediterranean to the Red Sea and to have a new temple
built in Jerusalem, these Christian Zionist would
be no more to them than slaves. The majority of
Christian people do not understand this. Christians are actually helping Judaism to implement
the Old Covenant and to nullify the sacrifice of
Christ on the cross and the New Covenant even
though they infer that they are New Covenant
Christians.
To the Zionist Jew, their god is a god of
vengeance. They never forgive, but are always
seeking vengeance. This is the reason the stories
of the so-called Holocaust never die.
I need to point out that Judaism is a religion, not a race. According to Jewish sources that

I have read, 90% of today’s Jews are Ashkenazim
Jews, meaning they descended from a son of Japheth, a son of Noah, whereas all true Jews racially descend from Shem, another son of Noah. In
addition, in 126 B.C. the Jews in Palestine conquered the Edomites, descendents of Esau, brother
of Jacob and were forced by the Jews to accept
Judaism as their religion. Josephus, the historian
of that time period, tells us that from that time on,
Edomites were known as Jews. When Jerusalem
was destroyed by the Romans in 70 A.D. the majority of Jews in that area were killed. Those that
escaped were a mix of Jews and Edomites. There
were a number of Jews that were scattered
throughout the nations at that time and many became Christians. But the people we call Jews today are a mixture, though predominately Ashkenazim, or Khazar, so very few are true Jews genetically. The Arabs know this and know that
Biblically they are not entitled to the land, which
is part of the reason they hate the Jews so much.
Referring back to Albert Pike’s letter, I think we
can see how the Illuminati caused the nation of
Israeli to be formed in 1948 and how they believe
they can spark a war between the Muslims and the
Jews.
As we can see, all three of these spirits are
pushing the nations of the world toward war, with
the idea of destroying each other, but I believe
very few realize that God is using these spirit
frogs to accomplish His own purpose.
Armageddon is the name of a place, the
hill of Megiddo, not the name of the battle,
though it is often used in that light. Megiddo was
located about 25 miles southwest of the Sea of
Galilee. There have been many battles fought
there, in fact King Josiah of Judah fought and died
there (II Chron. 35:22). My thought is that because
there have been so many battles fought there, it is
being used symbolically as the place of “the battle of that great day of God Almighty.” Since it
appears that all nations are going to be involved, a
hill at Megiddo doesn’t sound like a large enough
battle field. While I do believe that the beginning
of the battle will probably involve Jerusalem and
Palestine, this conflict will be a world wide battle.
Revelation 16:19 says, “And the great
city was divided into three parts, and the cities
of the nations fell: and great Babylon came in
remembrance before God, to give unto her the
cup of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath.”
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The great city that is divided into three parts is
reference to the city Babylon, though as the New
Jerusalem is not a literal city, Babylon is no longer a literal city, but a representation of all of
man’s government throughout the world. The
thought occurred to me as I studied this, that the
three parts may very well be the three essentials
of government, religious, political, and economic,
that we have looked at. If we continue into Revelation, we will see that “Mystery Babylon the
Great” has fallen. However, as we study, we will
see that the next couple of chapters deal with each
of these “essentials” individually as we are told of
their destruction. If we keep in mind that concept
of what “Babylon” really means, I think we can
reasonably understand God’s overall intent and
plan. We can look at the opposing forces as God
vs. man or New Jerusalem vs. Mystery Babylon.
They are one and the same.
Rev. 16:20 says that “every island fled
away, and the mountains were not found.”
This reminds me of the story in John 8:3-11 of the
woman taken in adultery. The scribes and Pharisees were very anxious to see judgment carried
out on the woman, but when Jesus told them to go
ahead and stone her by “He that is without sin
among you, let him first cast a stone at her.”
Suddenly ther e was no one left to cast a stone.
Islands and mountains represent nations. When
Christ appears and men and nations are made
aware of their sin by His very presence, they will
suddenly be trying to hide from Him.
In the first three verses of Rev. 17 an angel
comes to John and tells him to “Come hither; I
will shew unto thee the judgment of the great
whore that sitteth upon many waters: With
whom the kings of the earth have committed
fornication, and the inhabitants of the earth
have been made drunk with the wine of her
fornication. So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit
upon a scarlet coloured beast, full of names of
blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.
Verse 5 then gives us the name of this great
whore—“Mystery, Babylon the Great. The
Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the
Earth.” Verse 15 interprets the “many waters”
as peoples and multitudes, and nations, and
tongues. So we are talking about the Babylonian
system, or man’s system of government. The
book of Daniel in the Old Testament and the book
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of Revelation in the New Testament have to be
taken together, for the most part, to be talking of
the same thing. Though Daniel starts out with the
Kingdom of Babylon in chapter 2 speaking of the
nation of Babylon ruled by Nebuchadnezzar,
when he describes the complete metal image in
that chapter and John speaks of the beast with all
of the characteristics of the four beasts of Daniel
7, they are talking about the completed Babylonian system, a system that dominates and rules the
whole world today. Opposed to that is the stone
cut out without hands in Dan. 2 that became a
great mountain and ultimately destroyed the metal
image and then filled the whole earth which is the
Kingdom of God.
For our next two lessons we are going to
be looking at the 17th and 18th chapters of Revelation. To save space, I am going to ask you to read
Scriptural references from your own Bibles.
He continues his description in verses
Rev. 17:4-6 (Read) When John saw this sight
we’re told that he “wondered with great admiration,” or as the margin of my Bible says
“marveled with great amazement.” The woman
displays great riches and has a golden cup in her
hand that John says is “full of the abominations
and filthiness of her fornication.” Upon her
forehead was a name written, “MYSTERY,
BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF
HARLOTS AND ABOMINATION OS THE
EARTH. We’re told in Rev. 2:13 in discussing
the church at Pergamos, that this was where Satan’s seat is. In our previous study, we said,
“When the Babylonian Empire itself fell, the
Chaldean Mysteries transferred its seat from Babylon to Pergamos. It is from these Chaldean Mysteries that much of the pagan religions originated
and prospered.” Later, these “Mysteries” were
further transferred to Rome and were gradually
incorporated into the Church doctrines. (Read II
Thess. 2:3-10) Paul foretold of the workings of
these mysteries and pretty clearly identified them
as coming from what we now know as the Roman
Catholic Church. We have looked at a number of
the blasphemous statements made by Popes
through the centuries and the persecutions and
killing by the Church of those who dared to seek
the truth. So I think we can reasonably identify
this woman as the Church, (Roman Catholic
Church). Keep in mind that there are three parts,
so to speak, of all kingdoms, or governments, the

political, the economic and the religious. Here we
are talking about the religious arm of the Babylonian system which we can consider as a world
government I believe. The beast that she is riding
is the same seven headed and ten horned beast
that we have become familiar with in the last few
chapters that we determined to be the dragon representing the leadership of the Roman Empire.
We have seen the same beast, but this time none
of the heads or horns are crowned.
We have read of the great persecutions
and killing of martyrs that was carried out by the
Church that probably numbered into the millions
since the Church began to execute both ecclesiastical and temporal power. This would account for
John seeing the “woman drunken with the
blood of saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus.” Though who this woman is should
no longer be a mystery, it still remains so with the
majority of Christians to this day.
(Read Rev. 17:7-11) The beast that was
would have been Pagan Rome, or Imperial Rome
which then fell, or “is not.” This is the same as
we read in chapter 13 that one of the heads had a
deadly wound that was healed. Then we’re told
that it will ascend from the bottomless pit. As we
have discussed before, this is not a place. When
we studied Rev. 11, we said “it represents symbolically the abode of darkness and evil, the opposite of heaven, our source of light and power.”
Then we’re told it will go into perdition, or destruction. But before that happens, we’re told that
it “yet is.” This again fits with what happened,
the empire “was,” then “was not,” yet it still exists. This corresponds with the healing of the
deadly wound that we read of in chapter 13. That
it will ultimately be completely destroyed as part
of the Babylonian system is without question.
As further explanation, the angel said the
seven heads of the beast represented seven mountains upon which the woman sitteth. This is both
literal and symbolic. Mountains in Scripture is
symbolic for kingdoms. We know that the city of
Rome sits on seven hills. What is less known by
most people is that there were seven distinct kingdoms over which Papal Rome exercised power
and control. In order of the time of their prominence as kingdoms under Papal rule, they were
the Franks, the House of Saxony, Franconia, the
House of Suabia, Spain, Austria and France.
Verse 10 says, “And there are seven

kings; five are fallen, and one is, and the other
is not yet come; and when he cometh, he must
continue a short space.” We have discussed before that during Roman history, the empire was
ruled over by seven distinct types of government.
They are in order, Kings, Consuls, Dictators, Decemvirs, Tribunes, Military Emperors, and Christian Emperors. In the days of John, the Roman
Empire was ruled by Military Emperors, the sixth
type of government. These probably actually began following the death of Nero as he was succeeded by Roman generals who fought each other
for the throne. As we have seen in our studies,
the seventh type, Christian Emperors, began with
Constantine’s Edict of Milan in 313 A.D that ended the persecution of the Church.
Papal Rome was of the seven, but it came
into authority and power in 476 A.D. with the fall
of the Western Roman Empire and thus became
the eighth in the revival of Rome. In Daniel 7,
Daniel only saw four beasts, but he saw a little
horn come up in the fourth beast taking out three
horns when it came up. It actually became a fifth
empire or as we are discussing here, the eighth
form or government for Rome. It actually exercised the authority and power of the sixth form of
government, i.e. that of the Military Emperors, as
its imperial rule was greater in some respects than
that exercised by the Roman emperors because it
exercised physical authority and mental or spiritual authority as well. I think this explains the
woman (church) riding the beast (emperorship).
John tells us that this beast would go into
perdition, or destruction. We have seen most of
the temporal power of this combination beast with
the woman rider be taken away. If we go back
again to II Thess. 2, Paul says that this “Mystery
of Iniquity” is to be destroyed by the brightness of
the Lord’s coming. So this false system of worship that has caused so much misery through the
ages will be destroyed as this age closes with
Christ taking over His throne.
(Read Rev. 17:12-14) Verse 12 tells us,
“And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten
kings, which have received no kingdom as yet;
but receive power as kings one hour with the
beast.” In the metal image that Daniel saw in
Daniel 2, it had two legs and of course two feet
with ten toes. The two legs correspond with the
two Roman Empires, the east and the west. The
ten toes could correspond with the ten nations, or
7

agree, and give their kingdom unto the beast,
until the words of God shall be fulfilled.”
We have seen how this once great empire
has been reduced to only a religion at this point. I
believe that we are seeing continued erosion of
her power, but complete destruction will come
with the return of our Christ.
We will look at Rev. 18 next issue which
deals with the economic arm of the Babylonian
System. JRL

ethnic groups, in Europe, that were dominated by
the Roman Church. These could be the ten kings,
which have “received no kingdom as yet,” in the
first century that John was alive. These were the
1. Bavarians, 2. Franks, 3. Burgundians, 4.
Alelmanni, 5. Suevi, 6, Visigoths, 7. Alans, 8.
Vandals, 9. Ostrogoths, 10. Lombards.
The two feet represent a religious empire—in fact, two religious empires. The old Roman Territory ultimately was divided into Western Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox, the
latter of which was eventually conquered by the
Islamic people, the clay mentioned in Daniel 2.
The ten horns did form ten independent
kingdoms for a short season after the demise of
the Roman Empire. Three of them were forcibly
subdued at the time of Emperor Justinian as we
have already studied. However, in time, mostly
by accepting the Roman Pontiff as their supreme
head, they came under the dominion of Rome
once again and thus lost their sovereignty. Verse
13 tells us that these ten kings had a common
goal, to give their power and strength unto the
beast to make war with the Lamb. The only way
to make war with the Lamb is to make war with
His people. Daniel told us in Daniel 7 that the
little horn made war with the saints and prevailed
against them. However, Daniel 7:26, 27 tells us
concerning this little horn, “But the judgments
shall sit, and they shall take away his dominion, to consume and to destroy it unto the end.
And the kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven,
shall be given to the people of the saints of the
most High, whose kingdom is an everlasting
kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and
obey him.” John tells us in Rev. 17:16, 17 (Read)
And the ten horns which thou sawest upon the
beast, these shall hate the whore, and shall
make her desolate and naked, and shall eat her
flesh, and burn her with fire. For God hath
put in their hearts to fulfill his will, and to
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